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 Tuesday 19 March 2019 www.turftalk.co.za  *  editor@turftalk.co.za 

IN the US, and around the world, racing fans miss the “Golden Days”. 

Racing in the US is on borrowed time 
AMERICAN owner-trainer CHARLES SIMON predicts an imminent end to US horseracing as we know it, 

in this worrying, but thought-provoking piece that has a bearing on the industry around the world,  

including South Africa. 

Modern American horse racing surely wasn’t on Jim 

Morrison’s mind when he wrote the classic Doors song, 

The End. Racing was trending up the chart’s when the 

Doors released the hit on their iconic first album in 

1967, a year that featured on-track clashes between 

racing legends Damascus, Dr Fager and Buckpasser. 

Secretariat was going to be born soon, the Triple Crown 

drought was about to end in spectacular fashion,  

Seattle Slew, Affirmed and Alydar and Forgeo were all 

less than a decade away. 

 

Yes, in 1967 horse racing was getting ready to embark 

on its most prosperous and successful period, yet no 

one had a clue that this was on the horizon. Times 

were far simpler in racing in the late 60’s and early 

70’s. New York racing was on top but California was 

not far behind. People poured into the grandstands 

and clubhouses throughout the country, wherever  

racing was being conducted.  

 

The Morning Telegraph, soon to become Daily Racing  

Form, used to keep an attendance metre showing 

that thoroughbred horse racing was the most popular 

spectator sport in the United States based upon total 

number of bodies that went through the turnstiles. 

 

Simulcasting was a foreign concept and OTB’s were in 

their infancy, located only in New York. There wasn’t a 

super-trainer to be found, a trainer with 40 horses 

was as big it got. There were no two- year-old sales, 

most horses were bred to be raced, not sold. Cable 

television, cell phones, personal computers and social 

media didn’t exist. There was no internet. There were 

no casinos outside of Las Vegas. Most states didn’t 

have lotteries. Frankly the powers that ruled racing in 

those days almost couldn’t screw it up. 

 

As racing grew and grew into the 1980’s and 90’s, 

the sales and breeding business boomed and be-

came a competitor of racing, siphoning bloodstock off 

of the racetracks and into the breeding sheds. Many 

owners became investors and speculators,       (to p2) 
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trying to come up with the next hot stallion to cash out 

on the new trend of huge books of mares.  

 

The negative impact of an overvalued bloodstock  

market is mostly felt at the top of the racing game, the 

Saturday afternoon racing cards at the biggest tracks. 

The key factor that led well-heeled investors on a 

search for a winning equine power-ball stallion ticket 

was the decision to stop limiting a stallions book to the 

40 to 50 mare standard that had been in place for a 

hundred years.  

 

Why this practice took so long to challenge is a mystery 

but the end result was a positive one for those in the 

breeding, stallion and sales businesses. Despite their 

obvious ties to racing, they have been relatively  

insulated from racing’s ills. That is unlikely to continue 

to be true. 

 

The past two decades have seen massive shifts in the 

racing paradigm. A handful of corporations and  

politicians have control over the tracks that produce 

the vast majority of handle in the United States. These 

racetrack companies have found alternate sources of 

funding through racino’s and in Churchill Downs’ case, 

major investment into non-racing entities. Competitors 

are found at every turn, casinos are everywhere racing 

is and now legal sports betting is spreading.  

 

Racing organisations have shown little regard for their 

wagering customers outside of a small group of big 

bettors called whales who are incentivised via cash 

rebates for betting volume. Horseman’s organisations 

have made short term purse increases their priority, 

ignoring trends and enemies that put their very  

existence in peril. 

 

Last year was the first year in modern racing history 

that less than a billion dollars was bet on track. Twenty 

years ago, in 1999, there was more money bet off-

track alone than total handle last year. So racing isn’t 

just trending the wrong way, racing is massively under-

performing when measured against itself. The foal crop 

has dipped below the 20,000 foal mark after being at 

32,000 a decade ago. Foal crop shrinking equals  

number of owners shrinking. Losing 37% of your supply 

would jolt most businesses into action… but not horse 

racing. 

 

Breaking it down to simplest terms, we are producing a 

lot less horses for a lot fewer owners and having a 

whole lot less bet on our races. The sunshine boys will 

tell you that the sales numbers are still strong, well 

they all say that the middle market is a tough sell, but 

that’s mostly because the middle market is out of  

business! 

 

It’s into this black cloud of negative trends that 2019 

arrived. Consider some of the racing news since the 

ball dropped in Times Square a little more than ten 

weeks ago, it has gone from surprising to unfortunate 

to outrageous to sad. NYRA head honcho Chris Kay 

getting fired, a soggy Pegasus, racing roulette, Santa 

Anita.  

 

The few bright spots like purse increases at Oaklawn 

and the Kentucky circuit can barely be attributed to 

racing, it’s all alternate source revenues. Handle is 

down nationwide, even before the southern California 

debacle is taken into consideration.  

 

Horse racing twitter and Facebook rage daily about the 

latest violation or outrageous statement or baffling 

action which at the very least keeps racing in the  

public’s eye in some manner even if it’s about 90% 

negative.  

 

With almost no racing coverage in newspapers 

these days and the few racing media outlets  

either wildly biased or now muted, it’s no wonder 

that the racing public appears to be as  

misinformed as ever which also probably says a 

lot about how we are perceived in the  

mainstream media. 
 

I’m afraid that most still don’t realize that another 

body blow was likely just signed Saturday night. The no

-drug agreement between the Stronach Group and the 

TOC was clearly signed under duress, the track duck-

ing for cover from the firestorm of dead horses,  

duplicitous animal rights activists and politicians  

looking to score brownie points by acting like they give 

a damn; the horsemen in panic mode wondering how 

best to get back to racing and cease haemorrhaging 

cash like they are currently doing.  

 

Remember that we are smack dab in the middle of a 

crisis where the supply is dwindling, the suppliers are 

more and more scarce and the customers are cutting 

back on their spending. Surely other jurisdictions will 

be browbeaten into following similar rules which seem 

to be the polar opposite of what would be needed to 

reverse the trends.  

 

More of the common-man owners will leave, the more 

we lose owners, the smaller the horse population, the 

smaller the horse population, the worse   (to page 5) 
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the on-track wagering product will be.  

 

The vast majority of people in the sport, regardless 

of their roles, are in favour of reasonable regula-

tions that protect our equine partners. The devil is 

always in the details and when a side effect of  

regulation also serves as a strain on the cash sup-

ply… I suppose we will find out how strong the front-

sides resolve to take care of the horses truly is. 

 

I don’t know where we go from here as an industry 

because the barriers to our success are growing 

exponentially and we are shooting wildly from the 

hip as usual. Keeneland will be here with big fields 

and huge purses and an absurd number of bros 

wearing bow ties and the last few weeks of discord 

will fade into the background noise. 

The lesson of 2019 is that thoroughbred horse rac-

ing in North America seems to be living on borrowed 

time, the end seems closer than ever and yet so 

many racing insiders are still firmly entrenched in a 

foxhole of denial. –from Pastthewire.com 

A challenging card with 

plenty of value 
 

THERE is plenty of value among our top selections at the 

Vaal today, you will see when you check the opening bet-

ting. It’s always easy to get carried away after a 10-1 shot 

like Valbonne on Saturday and give four or five value  

suggestions, but we seem to do better when we narrow 

down to one or two, so we’ll go with Shogun (handily 

weighted at 6-1 in Race 5) and Tripod (may enjoy new  

stable and blinkers fitted, 6-1 in Race 6). Quite a chal-

lenging card, take multiple perms with different bankers. 

 

Vaal Selections: 
 

Race 1:  (2) Flying Fantasy (1) Nandi’s Vision (3) Vida 

Amarosa (7) Laconia 

Race 2:  (1) Condor Gulch (6) Mighty And Magic (2) Ya-

moto (7) Tendre 

Race 3:  (1) Ossetra (6) Satin Slipper (9) Poormanslady 

(7) Elegancia 

Race 4: (3) Captain Of Tortuga (1) Rocky Night (5) Fired 

Up (7) Anneka 

Race 5:  (9) Shogun (3) Danza (4) Greek Fire (7) Won-

derwall 

Race 6:  (1) Tripod (10) Seventh Son (3) Eastern Healer 

(5) Moshav 

Race 7:  (5) Wine Festival (3) Elusive Butterfly (14) Fly 

North (11) Sand Princess 

Race 8:  (16) Brave Zndaya (4) Kirkconnel Lass (8) Bou-

tique (17) Pachango 

News from the Snaith camp 

CAPE Fillies Guineas and Majorca winner Snowdance is to 

revert to sprint distances for the first time since she won 

over 1 100m on her debut as a two-year-old. Jono Snaith 

said: “We have always believed that she is a sprinter but 

that it is her class that carries her through over further 

and she will run in the SA Fillies Sprint at Scottsville on 

May 25.”  Apparently there is still a chance that another 

stable star, Do It Again, could attempt to repeat last 

year’s win in the Vodacom Durban July even though he’d 

be likely to have top weight. –M Clower/Gold Circle. 
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ALL through becoming famous as an actress and some  

challenging real-life trials, horses have been Kaley Cuoco’s  

constant. As most of her 3 million-plus followers on Instagram 

could tell you, she would rather be known as a good rider than 

for her career. She currently rides six horses, and has always 

managed to find time to show them even on a busy Hollywood 

schedule. Also well documented was Kaley’s salary for her 

role in the smash hit Big Bang Theory: US$1-million per  

episode!  Kaley and husband Karl are keen showjumpers and 

he said: “We met each other because of horses. Horses are a 

big part of our lives individually, and together it’s  

amplified because it’s something we share, and we can do it  

together.” 

Celebrity horse addict # 17 

A tjirp on this Tuesday 

http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
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